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Goal of the Initiative: Contribute to improved joint U.S.-Russian assessment of the threat of nuclear 

terrorism and concepts, strategy, and actions to prevent a successful nuclear attack by terrorists. 

 

 
 

NEWS: 

 

 

Finland Will Host GICNT  

Finland will host the executive meeting of the Global Initiative to Combat Nuclear Terrorism 

(GICNT) on June 11-12, according to the country’s foreign ministry. “International cooperation 

is necessary to combat nuclear threats, and it is very positive that Russia and the United States 

co-lead the work of this network,” Finland’s Minister for Foreign Affairs Timo Soin said. About 

130 experts from partner countries and international organizations will attend the meeting, 

according to the ministry. Russia will be represented by a 10 person delegation, including 

officials from the Foreign Ministry, the Defense Ministry, the Federal Customs Service, state 

nuclear corporation Rosatom, the Federal Security Service and other agencies, according to 

Russia’s Sputnik news agency. 

 

 

U.S. and Russian Experts Ponder Denuclearization of Korean Peninsula 
In an article for Politico Graham Allison, former director of the Belfer Center for Science and 

International Affairs and professor at the Harvard Kennedy School, has welcomed Donald 

Trump’s decision to meet Kim Jong Un on June 12, arguing that it could pave the way for a 

framework to verifiably denuclearize the Korean Peninsula. Such a solution “would also give 

South Korea’s Moon Jae-in, China’s Xi Jinping, Japan’s Shinzo Abe and Russia’s Vladimir 

Putin victories of their own,” according to Professor Allison. Belfer Center Executive Director 

for Research Gary Samore believes it would be unrealistic to expect North Korea to agree to a 

verifiable denuclearization during the summit. “I expect the summit would be a high-level 

commitment to work together toward denuclearization. And then the real work will be trying to 

figure out exactly how to translate that into action,” Dr. Samore told NPR in an interview. 

Director of the Belfer Center and former U.S. Secretary of Defense Ashton Carter believes that 

“a new promise by North Korea isn't going to really be anything new” and that the U.S. needs to 

be “very cautious about trading away U.S. forces or U.S. readiness on the Korean Peninsula.” 

Dr. Siegfried Hecker of Stanford University’s Center for International Security and Cooperation 

also believes immediate denuclearization of North Korea is unrealistic. Instead, there needs to be 

phased denuclearization that would take place over ten years or more, according to a study, co-

authored by Dr. Hecker for the Stanford Center for International Security and Cooperation. In a 

separate article, Dr. Hecker has described Kim's decision to close North Korea's nuclear test site 

as a serious step in what will have to be a phased "halt, roll back and eliminate" process toward 

denuclearization.  

North Korea's earlier decision to suspend nuclear and missile tests is due to the pressure of tough 

international sanctions, according to Maj. Gen. Vladimir Dvorkin, the former head of the 4th 

Central Research Institute of the Russian Defense Ministry and senior researcher of IMEMO’s 
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Center for International Security. Prof. Allison, Dr. Samore, Dr. Hecker and Gen. Dvorkin 

participate in the U.S.-Russia Initiative to Prevent Nuclear Terrorism. 

 
   Allison            Carter                  Samore              Dvorkin        Hecker 

 

 

Graham Allison on Changing the Odds of Nuclear Terrorism 

In his May article for the National Defense University’s PRISM journal, Graham Allison argues 

that the chance of a nuclear terrorism attack during the next decade is slightly greater than even. 

The article, “Nuclear Terrorism: Did We Beat the Odds or Change Them?” outlines steps the 

United States and other nations could take today to reduce this risk and even reverse trends 

moving in the wrong direction. The first of these immediate steps should be the revival of 

nuclear cooperation with Russia, according to Professor Allison. The Trump administration also 

needs to find ways to keep its constraints on Iran’s nuclear program and to develop a coherent 

strategy for deterring North Korea from selling nuclear technology. In the longer term, the U.S. 

should find a way to institutionalize the Nuclear Security Summit process, continue to invest in 

new technologies to enhance our ability to detect and prevent the smuggling of nuclear materials 

and address the geopolitical conflict that fuels nuclear danger in South Asia, according to 

Professor Allison. Professor Allison also gave a presentation on this subject at the National 

Defense University on May 3. 

 

 

Sergei Lavrov Tells Ernest Moniz Russia Wants Nuclear Energy Cooperation With U.S. 

Moscow expects to restore normal forms of cooperation with Washington in the nuclear energy 

industry, Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov said during a meeting with former U.S. 

Secretary of Energy Ernest Moniz. “During your service as US Secretary of Energy the 

intergovernmental Agreement for Cooperation in the Field of Peaceful Uses of Nuclear Energy 

was signed in 2013 by the Government of the Russian Federation and the Government of the 

United States... Unfortunately, the work to implement this agreement and practical contacts have 

been frozen since then for reasons outside of our control,” the Russian Foreign Minister said. " I 

expect you to help revive normal forms of cooperation in the 

nuclear industry between our countries," Mr. Lavrov told Dr. 

Moniz, who is co-chairman of the Nuclear Threat Initiative and 

a senior fellow at the Belfer Center, during the June 1 meeting. 

Dr. Moniz stated his readiness to restore the spirit of pragmatic 

cooperation that was in place between Moscow and Washington 

back in 2015, according to TASS.                                                                       Lavrov                  Moniz 

 

 

Russia Conducts an Exercise to Thwart Radioactive Terrorism  

Russian officials conducted a drill in which they thwarted a terrorist attack at a SevRAO facility 

storing radioactive components from nuclear vessels located in the Arctic, according to Bellona. 

http://belfercenter.ksg.harvard.edu/project/62/usrussia_initiative_to_prevent_nuclear_terrorism.html
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http://tass.com/politics/1007556
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The simulated siege was part of Atom-2018, a large-scale exercise held in the second half of 

May and meant to prepare workers at Sayda Bay for the worst—an armed incursion into a 

facility within Russia’s nuclear waste storage industry, complete with bombs, hostages and 

political demands.  

 

 

William Tobey’s Insights on UNSCR 1540 

Director of the U.S.-Russia Initiative to Prevent Nuclear Terrorism William Tobey has written a 

chapter on the origins and purpose of United Nations Security Council Resolution 1540, which 

was adopted in April 2004 and which obliges U.N. members to develop and enforce appropriate 

legal and regulatory measures against the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction. The 

chapter, which Mr. Tobey has contributed to a 2018 book, entitled “Preventing the Proliferation 

of WMDs,” seeks to generate insights into the intended purpose of the resolution, its drafting, 

and the diplomacy surrounding its passage. 

 

 

Experts Weigh In On Trump’s Withdrawal From the Iran Nuclear Deal 

Graham Allison called U.S. President Donald Trump’s May 8 decision to pull out of the Joint 

Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) and re-impose sanctions on Iran a “bad choice.” In 

Professor Allison’s view, the JCPOA not only halted Iran’s advance toward nuclear weapons, 

but rolled it back a decade, and imposed on Iran the most intrusive inspection regime ever 

negotiated. Director of the Belfer Center Ashton Carter holds a similar view. “In the matter of 

nuclear weapons, what the Iran deal did was allow us to see enough of what they were doing to 

understand where we stood and to make sure that it wasn't that they never get a bomb, but we 

would keep that in the future—at least a year in the future,” he told CNN. Harvard Kennedy 

School professor Matthew Bunn also thinks the decision to pull out of the JCPOA was a mistake. 

“President Trump has handed a huge gift to Iran’s hardliners, freeing Iran to build up its ability 

to make nuclear bomb material and curtail international inspections while discrediting Iran’s 

advocates of engagement with the West,” he said. Gary Samore predicted that Moscow will try 

to exploit tensions in transatlantic relations in the wake of the withdrawal; however, Russia 

would also fear that collapse of the nuclear deal will intensify fighting between Israel and Iran in 

Syria, according to Dr. Samore.  William Tobey referred to Trump’s decision as a “blunder” in 

an article he has contributed to the Bulletin of Atomic Scientists. “President Trump’s unilateral 

withdrawal from the Iranian nuclear deal has driven yet another wedge between Washington and 

its closest European allies—a longstanding goal of Iranian policy and a major gift to Russia,” 

according to another article that Mr. Tobey has co-authored on the subject with Judith Miller. 

Executive Director of the Belfer Center’s Project on Managing the Atom Martin Malin also 

noted that resumption of U.S. nuclear sanctions on Iran will deepen the divide between the 

United States and Europe. Simon Saradzhyan thinks Trump’s actions increase probability that 

the U.S. and some of its allies, such as Israel, could go to war with Iran. Graham Allison, 

Matthew Bunn, and Simon Saradzhyan participate in the U.S.-Russia Initiative to Prevent 

Nuclear Terrorism, which William Tobey directs. 
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Senate Appropriations Committee Wants to Fund NNSA at Almost $15 Billion in FY2019 

The U.S. Senate Appropriations Committee has approved the fiscal year 2019 Energy and Water 

Appropriations Bill. The bill, which the committee approved in late May, funds the National 

Nuclear Security Administration at $14.78 billion, $62 million more than fiscal year 2018, 

according to the Senate’s website.   

 

 

Report Highlights Nuclear Risks That Antagonized or Weak Russia Can Generate 

A comparative study of national power by the Russia Matters project argues that, without 

Russia’s cooperation, U.S.-led efforts to contain the proliferation of nuclear weapons—whether 

among countries or non-state actors—would fail. The report, which has been co-authored by 

Simon Saradzhyan and Nabi Abdullaev, warns that a failing Russia would not be good news for 

the U.S., given that “America’s adversaries might then be able to tap its resources and 

capabilities, including the world’s largest nuclear arsenal.” 

 

Report: U.S. Nuclear Weapons Guards Took LSD 

Air Force records obtained by the Associated Press show that U.S. military service members 

entrusted with guarding nuclear missiles used the hallucinogen LSD and other mind-altering 

illegal drugs on a highly secure military base in Wyoming. None of the airmen at F.E. Warren 

Air Force Base was accused of using drugs on duty, according to a May report by AP. 

 

 

Belfer Experts on America’s Waning Commitment to Preventing Nuclear Terrorism 

The Belfer Center’s William Tobey, Matthew Bunn and Nickolas Roth have co-authored a 

commentary for The Hill, in which they argue that the U.S. commitment to preventing nuclear 

terrorism is waning. The April article warned that at the time the Trump administration was 

proposing massive cuts to vital programs responsible for securing nuclear weapons-usable 

material around the world. The authors believe that Congress can and should reverse this 

dangerous trend by directing the administration to develop a comprehensive, multifaceted 

strategy that would secure all nuclear weapons 

as well as all nuclear and radiological materials 

and facilities worldwide, and allocate adequate 

resources to execute this strategy. Congress 

should also should shine a light on the nuclear 

terrorism threat, according to the authors. 
          

        Tobey                  Bunn                    Roth 

 

 

Siegfried Hecker Calls for Revival of U.S.-Russian Nuclear Cooperation 

Siegfried Hecker has penned a commentary for the Bulletin of Atomic Scientists (BAS) in which 

he recalled cooperation between U.S. and Russian nuclear scientists in the 1990s. “Allowing the 

nuclear weapons scientists to move out of the shadow of Cold War secrecy through scientific 

collaborations made us realize how much we were alike. It helped build trust, which had a 

powerful impact on enhancing nuclear security,” he wrote in the April column. In another of his 

http://belfercenter.ksg.harvard.edu/project/62/usrussia_initiative_to_prevent_nuclear_terrorism.html
http://belfercenter.ksg.harvard.edu/sites/rus/
https://www.appropriations.senate.gov/news/minority/summary-of-the-energy-and-water-development-fiscal-year-2019-appropriations-bill
https://russiamatters.org/sites/default/files/media/files/Measuring%20National%20Power%2005.04.18.pdf
https://www.apnews.com/98f903367b50404cb3c9695bcabefa5a
https://www.belfercenter.org/publication/rhetoric-aside-us-commitment-preventing-nuclear-terrorism-waning
https://thebulletin.org/when-science-brought-americans-and-russians-together10683
https://thebulletin.org/visit-russias-secret-nuclear-labs10577
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BAS columns Dr. Hecker urged U.S. and Russian governments, as well as the two countries’ 

scientists, to seize any opportunities that arise to rekindle nuclear cooperation. 

 

 

DOE Authorizes Completion of Uranium Processing Facility 

The U.S. Department of Energy has officially authorized construction of the last three buildings 

that will make up the Y-12 National Security Complex's long-awaited uranium processing 

facility, according to a March report in Knoxville News. Construction will cost $6.5 billion, 

according to the newspaper. 

 

 

Elbe Group Discusses WMD Terrorism 

U.S. and Russian members of the Elbe Group met in Naples in March to discuss WMD 

terrorism, strategic stability, cybersecurity, the situation in the Middle East and U.S.-Russian 

relations in general. In a statement released after the March 15-16 meeting, the group warned 

that ISIS and their associates in the Middle East continue to seek ways to threaten the two 

countries, including the use of nuclear weapons and materials. The group's joint statement says 

its members “believe that the increased exchange of charges and countercharges between our 

countries and an absence of dialogue and cooperation creates a ‘favorable’ environment for 

international terrorism.” The group called on the U.S. and Russia to do everything possible to 

focus attention at the highest level on the possible use of nuclear materials. The American 

participants, who include director of the Belfer Center’s Intelligence and Defense Project, Rolf 

Mowatt-Larssen, 

and Belfer Center 

associates General 

Kevin Ryan and 

Ambassador 

Douglas Lute.   The 

Russian 

participants include 

former Deputy 

Prime Minister 

Anatoli Kulikov, 

former heads of the 

General Staff’s 

then Main 

Intelligence 

Directorate 

Valentin 

Korabelnikov and Fedor Ladygin. The participants have maintained a continuous dialogue on 

U.S.-Russia security issues for the past eight years.  
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U.S. and Tajikistan Team Up to Open New Counter-WMD Facility in Dushanbe 

U.S. and Tajik officials opened a new training center in March in Dushanbe. The center is aimed 

at preventing the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, according to RFE/RL. The United 

States has funded the $370,000 facility as part of Washington's Export Control and Border 

Security program.  

 

  

NNSA Provides Training on Probing Nuclear Terrorism 

The NNSA's Office of Nuclear Smuggling Detection and Deterrence has teamed up with Interpol 

to deliver training on investigating suspected acts of terrorism involving radiological and nuclear 

materials. Participants from Armenia, Bulgaria, Georgia, Moldova, Romania and Ukraine 

attended the recent workshop, according to a March statement issued by the NNSA. 

 

 

Russia Launches Database on Regulation of Physical Protection 

Eleron, Rosatom’s largest developer of physical protection systems, released a new product—

“Monitoring ND,” a system for the monitoring of regulatory documents. The system contains 

federal level regulations, documents from Rosatom and regulatory authorities—Rostechnadzor 

and the Federal Service for Technical and Export Control, safety and security documents issued 

by the Ministry of Emergency Situations and National Guard, as well as regulations in the field 

of ensuring antiterrorist protection of nuclear facilities issued by the Russian government, 

according to the March 2018 issue of the Russian Nuclear Security Update. In a separate 

development also reported by the Russian Nuclear Security Update, Russia’s NEOLANT group 

of companies developed an information system for seals accounting in the MC&A system for 

radioactive substances and radioactive waste at Leningrad NPP. 

 

 

Truck Rams Fence at Russian Nuclear City 

A truck crashed into the fence of the central checkpoint of the closed city of Seversk in Russia’s 

Tomsk region on March 14. Seversk is home to the Siberian Chemical Combine, which is one of 

the world’s largest nuclear sites and contains dozens of tons of weapons-usable nuclear 

materials. The accident happened when a 31-year-old man allegedly in a state of alcoholic 

intoxication lost control of the vehicle, according to the March 2018 issue of the Russian Nuclear 

Security Update. 

 

 

Are We Prepared for Nuclear Terrorism? 

Imperial College London’s Robert Gale and James Armitage have written an article for the New 

England Journal of Medicine in which they note increasing public concern over nuclear 

terrorism. “Dealing effectively with these events requires diverse strategies, including policy 

decisions, public education, prevention and, as a last resort, medical preparedness,” they wrote in 

the March article. The article, which is entitled “Are We Prepared for Nuclear Terrorism?” 

concludes that prevention is “the most effective strategy” of dealing with the threat of nuclear 

terrorism. 

 

http://belfercenter.ksg.harvard.edu/project/62/usrussia_initiative_to_prevent_nuclear_terrorism.html
http://belfercenter.ksg.harvard.edu/sites/rus/
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http://www.strana-rosatom.ru/%D1%8D%D0%BB%D0%B5%D1%80%D0%BE%D0%BD-%D0%BE%D1%86%D0%B8%D1%84%D1%80%D0%BE%D0%B2%D0%B0%D0%BB-%D0%BD%D0%BE%D1%80%D0%BC%D0%B0%D1%82%D0%B8%D0%B2%D1%8B-%D1%84%D0%B8%D0%B7%D0%B7%D0%B0%D1%89/
http://neolant.ru/press-center/news/index.php?ID=3079
https://youtu.be/pCLHEcUSeGA
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https://www.nejm.org/doi/pdf/10.1056/NEJMsr1714289
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NOTABLE STATEMENTS ON NUCLEAR TERRORISM AND NUCLEAR SECURITY: 

 University of Illinois Assistant Professor Sarah Hummel and PIR Center consultant Andrey 

Baklitskiy: “The United States and Russia should actively try to improve cooperation over 

the more noncontroversial issues on the nuclear agenda, such as strengthening global nuclear 

security and preventing nuclear terrorism. Doing so will open channels of communication 

that can later facilitate more difficult conversations about arms control.” (Working Group on 

the Future of U.S.-Russia Relations, May 1, 2018) 

 U.S. Defense Secretary James Mattis: “Globally, nuclear terrorism remains a tangible threat.” 

(Congressional Documents and Publications, April 12, 2018) 

 Migadat Vildanov, lecturer at the Military Academy of the General Staff of the Russian 

Armed Forces and Nikolai Bashkirov, professor at the Academy of Military Sciences: 

“Neutralization of the threat of nuclear terrorism requires radical revision and creation of 

new foundations of the international security system that would rid the world of the arms 

race as well as of root causes of extremism … Otherwise, the current pace of scientific and 

technological progress and the growth of the potential of terrorist organizations will bring 

along practical use of a nuclear weapon as an instrument of terrorism in the next decade.” 

(Nezavisimaya Gazeta, April 6, 2018) 

 U.S. National Security Advisor John Bolton: “It’s not simply the threat of what North Korea 

would do with its own nuclear weapons. It’s the threat they would sell those weapons to 

others, to Iran, to Al Qaeda, to other would-be nuclear powers. That is a real danger that I 

don’t think people have taken enough account of.” (Fox News, March 21, 2018) 

 

 

  

UPCOMING EVENTS:  
 

 June 11-12, 2018: Executive meeting of the Global Initiative to Combat Nuclear Terrorism in 

Helsinki. 

 July 1, 2008: 50th anniversary of the Treaty on the Nonproliferation of Nuclear Weapons. 

 July 11-12, 2018: NATO summit in Brussels. 

 August 5, 2018: 55th anniversary of signing of Partial Test Ban Treaty. 

 August 11, 2018: 30th anniversary of founding of al-Qaeda, which has sought nuclear 

weapons. 

 

 

CALL FOR PAPERS, ARTICLES AND COMMENTARY:  

 

The U.S.-Russia Initiative to Prevent Nuclear Terrorism (IPNT) solicits papers, articles and 

commentary on nuclear terrorism and nuclear security from readers for inclusion in the 

newsletter and publication on the Initiative’s website. Contact Simon Saradzhyan at (phone) +1-

617-496-8228, (fax) +1-617-495-8963 or simon_saradzhyan@hks.harvard.edu. 

 

 

 

http://belfercenter.ksg.harvard.edu/project/62/usrussia_initiative_to_prevent_nuclear_terrorism.html
http://belfercenter.ksg.harvard.edu/sites/rus/
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http://docs.house.gov/meetings/AS/AS00/20180412/108075/HHRG-115-AS00-Wstate-MattisJ-20180412.pdf
http://nvo.ng.ru/concepts/2018-04-06/4_991_terrorism.html
http://video.foxnews.com/v/5755642461001/?playlist_id=2781265786001#sp=show-clips
http://belfercenter.ksg.harvard.edu/project/62/usrussia_initiative_to_prevent_nuclear_terrorism.html
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The Working Group of the U.S.-Russia Initiative to Prevent Nuclear Terrorism includes the 

following institutions: 

В рабочей группе по осуществлению Американо-Российской инициативы по 

предотвращению ядерного терроризма состоят следующие организации:  

 

- Belfer Center for Science and International Affairs, John F. Kennedy School of Government, 

Harvard University [W. Tobey, william_tobey@hks.harvard.edu, 1-617-496-0518] 

- Белферовский центр науки и международных отношений Института 

государственного управления имени Джона Ф. Кеннеди Гарвардского университета. 

[Уильям Тоби, william_tobey@hks.harvard.edu, 1-617-496-0518] 

 

- Center for International Security, Institute for World Economy and International Relations, 

Russian Academy of Sciences [imemoran@imemo.ru, 7-499-120-52-36] 

- Центр международной безопасности, Институт мировой экономики и международных 

отношений, Российская академия наук [imemoran@imemo.ru, 7-499-120-52-36] 

 

- Center for International Security and Cooperation, Freeman Spogli Institute for International 

Studies, Stanford University [Dr. S. Hecker, shecker@stanford.edu, 1-650-725-6468] 

- Центр международной безопасности и сотрудничества Института международных дел 

имени Фримана Спогли Стэнфордского университета [Доктор наук З. Хекер, 

shecker@stanford.edu, 1-650-725-6468] 

 

- Institute for the U.S. and Canadian Studies, Russian Academy of Sciences [Dr. S. Rogov, 

pa.to.rogov@rambler.ru, 7-495-691-11-66] 

- Институт США и Канады, Российская академия наук [Доктор наук С. Рогов, 

mailto:pa.to.rogov@rambler.ru, 7-495-691-11-66] 

 

http://belfercenter.ksg.harvard.edu/project/62/usrussia_initiative_to_prevent_nuclear_terrorism.html
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